Requestor will be provided either one of the following sets as the content of the exhibits are similar.

Either these 3 Interactive Panels:
Or these 3 interactive Panels:

Interactive Exhibits Design-Bedroom
@ Scale Down Eco-home Exhibition
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Interactive Exhibits Design-Kitchen 01
@ Scale Down Eco-home Exhibition

Did you know?
You saved $250 more a year by using an energy efficient refrigerator!

Interactive 1
- Use a thermal flask to keep hot water boiling for an hour or two.
- Stainless steel bottles can keep water cool for up to 2 hours.

Interactive 2
- Interactive display with energy usage and cost.
- Educational content about energy savings.

Interactive 3
- Interactive fridge with food items and energy usage.
- Educational content about food storage and energy efficiency.

Dimensions:
- 40cm x 40cm
- 120cm x 135.50cm
- 135.50cm x 38cm
- 200cm x 101.50cm

ECO-HOME
Interactive Exhibits Design-Living Room
@ Scale Down Eco-home Exhibition
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ECO-HOME